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To obtain the functions u and v, from which an intermediary
integral may be constructed, we must combine in pairs a factor
from the first with a factor from the second. But of the four
possible combinations two must be excluded, viz., that obtained by
combining the first factors in these equations, for it would lead to
a result
Udy = 0,
which obviously would not furnish any solution: and that obtained
by combining the second factors in these equations, for it would
lead to a result
Udat = 0,
which obviously also would furnish no solution. Hence the equa-
tions may again be replaced by the two pairs of equations
Udsc + \Rdy 4- X2 Udq = 0
and	Udx + \Rdy -f \ Udq = 0
From one of the pairs we shall have two integrals of the form
u = a and v = b ; and therefore also through that pair we obtain an
intermediary integral.
And it may happen, as in the simpler case of § 233, that we
can obtain an intermediary integral through each of the pairs of
equations of the first degree.
These two integrals, which may be denoted as before by
^i=/W>        ^ = 4><X)>
are intermediary integrals of the original differential equation, and
axe distinct except when
when there is only a single intermediary integral obtainable,
235. We may now proceed further in the integration for
either the linear equation of § 233 or the more general form of
§ 234 Taking the intermediary integral obtained if there be only-
one, or either of the intermediary integrals if there be two, we have
a differential equation of the first order; the complete integral (and
the associated integrals) of this can be obtained "by the methods of
Chap, ix. This integral will be the final integral of the origmal
equation.

